
Transition Technologies Managed Services is the company working on the projects together with our in-
ternational Clients, who are on the road of digital transformation.  

After very careful analysis and workshops, we are preparing a strategy for the Client, which is the 
proposition build from the best approach and detailed steps. It includes important considerations:  
 ROI – the solution profitable for the organization  
 Security – the key area for the solutions exposed to the Internet  
 Ability to change – we know, that the solution should be flexible, to evolve in the time 

Migrating part or the whole of the environment to the Azure may be the most important part of the pro-
cess. We offer the full support of this step, where we could help:  

 Shaping the desired architecture of the solution – full cloud or hybrid  
 Pointing "candidates" of the first migration step for the PoC  
 Approximation of the costs after migration  

Our consultants are experienced with several different scenarios of the migration to the Azure:  
 
 From the on-premises solutions – Windows Server, Linux based to the Azure IaaS  
 From the AWS platform to the Azure IaaS/PaaS/SaaS  
 Re-designing application using the PaaS and SaaS Azure building blocks  

Our tight cooperation with Microsoft is also a great advantage. We could help the Customer to fully explo-
it programs which Microsoft offers to support the journey to the cloud.  

 TTMS is a trusted Azure Partner with almost five years of experience in designing and implementing 
cloud solutions, including the migration and hybrid approach. In the process we offer:  

 Complete analysis of the whole Client’s environment  
 Security assessment including the need for publishing information to the Intranet/WAN  
 Identity solution assessment with SSO architecture    Create the design with the financial aspects  
 The full support on the migration process, option for the Managed Service 
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